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SETTING THE TONE FOR LAUNCH
The first proprietary acoustic test & launch simulation system

CHANGING THE CONVERSATION...
For years, the conversation about new methods for acoustic
systems, shoehorned into tall stacks and tight circles for aerospace
applications. Never intended for the intense, high-output demands
of launch simulation, they are prone to mechanical and thermal
failures, are complicated to deploy, and the inherently coherent
nature of concert line arrays leads to unavoidable irregularities in

Enter into the conversation Acoustic Research Systems, a company
built from the ground up for the sole purpose of providing revolutionary
new products and services for customers seeking the next generation
of ultra-high output acoustic testing solutions.

Acoustic Research Systems started from a completely blank slate,
working with customers around the world to determine what a next
generation acoustic launch simulation system would work like, what
sort of limitations would need to be surpassed, and what capabilities
customers were seeking that were unmet with existing designs. After
years of research and development, the next frontier in acoustic testing
has been reached, with the arrival of the ARS NEUTRON system.

NEUTRON104
Built around the idea that
uniformity are not mutually exclusive features, the ARS NEUTRON
ultra-high output acoustic launch simulation testing.
Designed to be highly scalable and intuitive to use, each NEUTRON104
is a full range acoustic device able to cover the entire audio spectrum
needed for testing, which means that even a small NEUTRON system
– one intended for testing smallsats and microsats – can comfortably
maintain overall sound pressure levels above 147dB in a full MIMO
even on the smallest of test articles.
The NEUTRON104’s integrated suspension and stabilization hardware
means that articles of nearly any shape and size can be tested
to their full OASPL requirements, without the need to cut down

ARS CORERACK (Left) with NEUTRON104 (Right)

reduction in stacking and attachment operations means a nearly
50% time and cost savings for customers with larger test articles vs
using an existing acoustic testing solution.
Despite it’s immense acoustic output capabilities, operation of
ingeniously simple cable management scheme. For any size of
NEUTRON system deployed, one NEUTRON104 always connects to
in
our standardized CORERACK package.

Integrated rigging on every device
ensures fast, accurate, and safe
suspension operations.

CORERACK

A NEW IDEA...
Energizing the CORERACK is as simple as
connecting mains power to the inputs,
and
automatically for maximum power and
. During the connection process,
uniquely keyed connectors ensure that
power cannot accidentally be connected
incorrectly, while locking pins ensure that
connectors cannot be unintentionally
disconnected.
On the input side, one single drive cable
in the CORERACK, and then loops through
the output connector to daisy chain
additional CORERACK’s together. All speaker
processing and system protection limiters are
so
system is required beyond the connection
and patching of the drives.
For the output portion of the rack, one

Designed to enable the quick and accurate
NEUTRON systems, the CORERACK is a
completely self-contained power distribution
design for supporting NEUTRON systems large
or small. Built out of ARS’s deep background in

large scale professional audio, the CORERACK
features a combination of premium professional
audio components, working together in concert
via ARS’s proprietary audio management and
distribution systems, which were designed
output acoustic testing.

one NEUTRON104 via the labeled speaker
output panel. This elegant yet powerful
signal path speaks to the true nature of the
NEUTRON system - it can scale up to massive
output, but proper connection is always as
simple as one amp, one cable, one speaker.

the technically daunting task of delivering the future of ultra-high output acoustic testing
systems, drawn from a completely blank slate. We also needed to design a system that was not
only extremely capable, but also extremely intuitive to deploy and successfully operate.
The result of this user-centric, application-optimized design process is a system that offers
also enabling them to safely and effectively use this system to its full capabilities without worry of
potential test-compromising failures or unexpected acoustic irregularities.
ARS will come and
.
Everything from power distribution and cabling to rigging and outriggers has been tested to
ensure that it meets the ARS standard for performance capability, and all parts of the system
have been vetted to ensure they will each play their own key part in ensuring every NEUTRON
system performs optimally and consistently at every test.
Furthermore, the simplicity and power of the NEUTRON system opens a path for customers
who are new to acoustic testing
For customers who have existing acoustic testing capabilities, NEUTRON can add a scalable,
existing reverberant chambers seeking more precise narrow-band control capabilities.

CAPABILITIES

A BETTER WAY TO TEST...
Subwoofer cabinets &
additional devices are NOT
needed.
System is properly aligned

Require separate enclosures for
each frequency range.

LINE ARRAYS

NEUTRON

Each unit is a full-range
acoustic device.

Large subwoofer cabinets
are needed for standard
operation.
Alignment is tricky, and the
optimization process is long.

Built to better serve the global aerospace industry, Acoustic
Research Systems is the world’s leading full service provider of
high output acoustic testing services. Designed with a wide range
of customers in mind, ARS can provide a number of acoustic
testing services that would typically require multiple vendors to
accomplish. Furthermore, we can provide those services on a truly
global basis. We Offer:
Turn-Key Test Services, where ARS brings a properly sized and

optimization.

needed.

improves access to DUT.
Setup times can be reduced by
over 50%.

DEPLOYMENT

DEPLOYMENT

Next-gen density and

A wide range of approaches
are available to control and

SOUND FIELD

SOUND FIELD

Circle must be closed to
achieve functional acoustic
density.
Requires lengthy setup times
and large staging areas.

Simple uncorrellated MIMO
operation is possible in any

eliminates standing waves and
hot spots.

Speaker stacks require
additional large subwoofer
columns.

MIMO-like operation is
achievable.

results in irregularities.
Field control is limited by the
coherent nature of line arrays.

can expect shorter setup times, less shaping runs, and more
accurate results with better uniformity than previously
thought possible.
Full-Service Long-Term Leasing, where ARS can supply an
appropriately sized turn-key acoustic testing system, as well as
on-site training and commissioning, for a given length of time

Installed System Sales, where ARS works with the customer to
determine their needs for acoustic testing capabilities, and then
delivers a turn-key acoustic testing solution for the customer to
own and utilize at their facility. Our systems are designed to be
intuitive to use and safe to operate, so that customers can feel
investment.
Reverberant Chamber Augmentation, where ARS can supply
from our catalog of proprietary solutions to create, enhance,
SPL output capabilities, as well as high-resolution control
beyond the highest frequency most typical nitrogen-driven
devices can produce.

ABOUT ARS
With over 80 years combined experience in
high-performance audio, and over a decade
of experience building extremely capable
high-output acoustic devices for military
and industrial applications, it’s no surprise
that a unique, game-changing device such
as NEUTRON came from a team as uniquely
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core team.
Within our group is a suite of acoustic testing
and engineering expertises that allows
ARS to not only provide industry-leading
acoustic testing services, but also design
and manufacture our own turnkey acoustic
testing systems, a capability that is unique to

We believe that our product is only as good as
the people behind it. At ARS, that belief is the
primary driving force behind what moves us to
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CFO

Business Development
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a better company. We are a group whose
in the global aerospace market with best-inclass solutions for ultra-high output acoustic
launch simulation testing, as we usher in
the future of acoustic testing systems and
solutions together.

